AVOPP
TECHNICAL VIOLATION OF PROBATION HEARINGS
A.V.O.P.P.

Purpose
The purpose of the Accelerated Violation of Probation Program (AVOPP) is to
expedite non-custody Common Pleas Court and Municipal Court technical
violation of probation hearings.
Judicial calendars are often unable to accommodate technical violation
hearings swiftly. Caseloads and other judicial matters often cause technical
violation hearings to be heard 30 days or more from the citing of the violation.
Early judicial intervention will provide the attention these cases need thus
reducing the occurrence of serious infractions such as direct violations.
The AVOPP Judge will conduct the technical violation hearing consistent with
AVOPP protocols and will address the infraction if one is confirmed or may
forward the matter to the sentencing judge.
With technical violation hearings removed from dockets, judges can focus more
on the trials scheduled before them.
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Procedure
1. A probation/parole officer detects a possible technical violation of probation/parole

-violations may include non-reporting, lack of employment, lack of drug or m/h treatment,
arrears, electronic monitoring violation or any other condition of probation/parole not
including a new arrest or a direct violation.

2. The Adult Probation/Parole Department (APPD) submits scheduling requests to Active

Criminal Records for technical VOP hearings, except electronic monitor violations.
Hearings will be scheduled 10 working days from the request before the AVOPP Judge.

3. APPD will submit summaries and hearing dates to AVOPP Judge, defense counsel and the
District Attorney’s Office.

4. The AVOPP Judge will notify the sentencing judge of the hearing and provide a consent form.
If the sentencing judge is no longer assigned to the Criminal Justice Center, the case will be
reassigned to either the AVOPP judge or another of the defendant’s probation/parole
judges.

5. The sentencing judge has 5 days to communicate with AVOPP Judge that they object to the

AVOPP Judge conducting the hearing. The sentencing judge retains the right to object to
AVOPP hearings and reassignment of the case even if they no longer are assigned to the
Criminal Justice Center. Such objections will result in a VOP date before the sentencing
judge. If the sentencing judge objects, the probation/parole matter must be disposed within
72 hours by that judge. The sentencing judge may convey specific information pertaining to
the hearing to the AVOPP Judge in writing. The AVOPP judge will provide the information
conveyed by the sentencing judge to defense counsel and the District Attorney’s Office at
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the AVOPP hearings. No response from sentencing judge is considered approval for the
AVOPP hearing.

6. The Commonwealth or defense may object to an AVOPP hearing. When such an objection is
registered, the case shall be scheduled before the sentencing judge consistent with the
sentencing judge’s calendar.

7. Absent objection by the sentencing judge, the AVOPP Judge may acquire full control over

the probation/parole of a defendant and handle future infractions. The AVOPP judge will
retain full control over the probation/parole of a defendant if the probation/parole is
revoked. The AVOPP judge will have no more than two hearings with a probationer/parolee
per event before returning case to the sentencing judge if probation/parole is not revoked.
If the AVOPP judge continues probation/parole, the sentencing judge retains supervision of
the probation/parole.

8. For electronic monitor violations, the defendant will be taken into custody, receive a

hearing at the prison, then receive an AVOPP hearing five (5) days hence. If the defendant has
an electronic monitoring hearing scheduled with a judge within the 5 days, that judge, not
the AVOPP Judge, will resolve that issue at that time.
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